Hello!

There are 3 types of information we will be communicating to you through the rest of the summer and into the fall semester:

1. **Deadlines, procedures, and CDO programs related to FIP and WIP (our Winter Interview Program, formerly EIW),** which include both private sector and PIPS employers. We will be using the official class email lists to convey this type of information. Because they are continually updated based on the latest information from Student Services and the Registrar, these official email lists are the best means to ensure no one who wants to participate in these programs – or who, at some future point, may decide to participate – misses the opportunity to do so.

2. **Announcements from Law Firms,** for which we will be using a separate email list. If you are committed exclusively to PIPS opportunities and have no interest in such announcements, you can **opt off this separate list** by simply replying to this email.

3. **Employer Events,** for which we’ve created an **Employer Announcements webpage** (password: *cdoaccess*). You can click on an invitation to view an event and RSVP information. Bookmark it and check back frequently for updates.

Just a reminder that it is not our practice to send out emails about individual openings for private
sector or PIPS positions; otherwise, we would soon overwhelm your inbox. Instead, our advice is to regularly check b-Line, where we post position announcements. Those of you interested in PIPS positions may also want to regularly check PSJD.org. You can also set up search agents in either database to have individual announcements that meet your criteria sent to your inbox.

Warm Regards,
Liz
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